
FM4 Noise Capture Sample  

There are two topics to be covered here:

1. Using pyaudio_helper.py  from Scikit-DSP-Comm for audio recording and playback/steaming via
audio looping

2. Saving .wav  files

Setting Up Pyaudio_helper for Recording and Playback  
In this first subsection we consider the use of PyAudio via scikit-dsp-comm.pyaudio_helper  to record and
playback audio samples streams is described. The ipywidgets  or jupyterwidgets  are used to provide
GUI controls inside the notebook. The widgets must be installed on your system. In particular when using
Jupyter Lab , a recently released upgrade to the older Jupyter Notebook  interface, requires additional

installation steps.

A simplified block diagram of PyAudio streaming-based (nonblocking) signal processing when using
pyaudio_helper  and Jupyter  widgets is shown in Figure 1 below.

Figure 1: Pyaudio_helper system block diagram.

Once pyaudio_helper  is imported (here via import sk_dsp_comm.pyaudio_helper as pah ) you can see
what audio devices are available on your or lab system you are in front of:

pah.available_devices()
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Note if you plugin additional USB audio devices or your PC is docked in a docking station, additional
devices will be displayed. If devices are added after the Python kernel starts, you will have stop and restart
the kernel for the new devices to be identified.

Here the USB audio device is the low-cost Sabrent USB External Stereo Sound Adapter, which has stereo
headphone output, but a single channel mic input.,

Single Channel Recording with Record Monitor Level Control  
Here we make a single channel recording (mono) using an external mic input, then save the output to a
wav  file for later playback in a repeating loop. The raw capture samples could also be manipulated in

Python statically before playback or in real-time while being played back.

To aid the recording process to slider widgets are configured: (1) To set the record level into the capture
buffer DSP_IO_1.data_capture  and (2) to set the playback level so that if output device 5, in this case, can
be brought down to avoid unwanted feedback getting into the mic input. Due to the latency with the
PyAudio processing, feedback from output input will result in echo.

{0: {'name': 'Microsoft Sound Mapper - Input', 'inputs': 2, 'outputs': 0},
 1: {'name': 'Microphone (3- USB Audio Device', 'inputs': 2, 'outputs': 0},
 2: {'name': 'Microphone (Realtek Audio)', 'inputs': 2, 'outputs': 0},
 3: {'name': 'Microsoft Sound Mapper - Output', 'inputs': 0, 'outputs': 2},
 4: {'name': 'Speakers (3- USB Audio Device)', 'inputs': 0, 'outputs': 2},
 5: {'name': 'Speakers / Headphones (Realtek ', 'inputs': 0, 'outputs': 2}}

Record_gain = widgets.FloatSlider(description = 'Record Gain', 
                continuous_update = True,
                value = 1.0,
                min = 0.0, 
                max = 2.0, 
                step = 0.01, 
                orientation = 'horizontal')
Monitor_gain = widgets.FloatSlider(description = 'Monitor Gain', 
                continuous_update = True,
                value = 0.1,
                min = 0.0, 
                max = 2.0, 
                step = 0.01, 
                orientation = 'horizontal')

# define callback (3)
# Here we configure the callback to play back a wav file                      
def callback1(in_data, frame_count, time_info, status):
    global DSP_IO_1
    DSP_IO_1.DSP_callback_tic()
    
    # convert byte data to ndarray
    in_data_nda = np.frombuffer(in_data, dtype=np.int16)
    # Ignore in_data when generating output only

https://www.amazon.com/Sabrent-External-Adapter-Windows-AU-MMSA/dp/B00IRVQ0F8/ref=sr_1_3?crid=3B2CH7X1G42HK&keywords=sabrent+usb+external+stereo+sound+adapter&qid=1552532679&s=gateway&sprefix=sabarent%2Caps%2C380&sr=8-3
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Adjust the Mic Level on the PC Audio System
It is important to keep the audio level below full amplitude, so as not to compress recording. Figure 2
shows gain setting that worked well here.

 #***********************************************
 x = in_data_nda.astype(float32)
 y = Record_gain.value*x
 # Note wav is scaled to [-1,1] so need to rescale to int16
 #y = 32767*x.get_samples(frame_count)
 # Perform real-time DSP here if desired
 #
 #***********************************************
 # Save data for later analysis
 # accumulate a new frame of samples
 DSP_IO_1.DSP_capture_add_samples(y)
 #***********************************************
 # Monitor level control
 y *= Monitor_gain.value
 # Convert from float back to int16
 y = y.astype(int16)
 DSP_IO_1.DSP_callback_toc()
 return y.tobytes(), pah.pyaudio.paContinue

DSP_IO_1 = pah.DSP_io_stream(callback1,1,5,fs=96000,Tcapture=20) 
DSP_IO_1.interactive_stream(Tsec=20) 
widgets.HBox([Record_gain,Monitor_gain])
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Figure 2: Adjusting the mic gain to avoid compression and hence avoid artifacts in the resulting PSD estimate of
the DAC frequency response.

To bring up the Sound dialog right click over the speaker icon in the lower right task bar and choose Sounds.

Save Captured Samples to a wave File  
Before saving to a wav  file the short capture made above, at  Hz, was first trimmed to remove a
startup recording glitch and then dead-air at the back end was removed by setting the sample length to
just  less . For Lab 2 when sampling at just  Hz, trimming is
optional, and clearly the total length will be greater that 100,000 samples, as 
samples.

After Capture Save to Wave File  
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Load Wave File Back Into Workspace as Needed  

Plot the Spectrum Using PSD  
Here we use a version of psd  wrapped inside scikit-dsp-comm.sigsys  that provides output vectors of
the frequency axis and power spectral density (not dB), that allows further manipulation.

# Scale values to [-1,1]
ss.to_wav('my_record_24k.wav',48000,DSP_IO_1.data_capture/32000)

# Load capture or use the DSP_IO_1.data_capture
fs,x_cap48k = ss.from_wav('my_record_24k.wav')

fs_PA = 48 # kHz
fs_FM4 = 24 # kHz
#Px, fx = ss.my_psd(DSP_IO_1.data_capture,2**10,fs_PA);
Px, fx = ss.my_psd(x_cap48k,2**10,fs_PA);
idx_passband = (abs(fx-7)<=5).nonzero() # Px mean around 7kHz
plot(fx,10*log10(Px/mean(Px[idx_passband])))
plot([fs_FM4/2,fs_FM4/2],[-80,5],'r--')
plot([0,fs_FM4/2*1.2],[-6,-6],'r--')
title(r'Approximate DAC Frequency Response $f_s =$ %2.1f kHz' % (fs_FM4))
ylabel(r'PSD (dB)')
xlabel(r'Frequency (kHz)')
#ylim([-2,2])
grid()
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To normalize the PSD plot to look more like the DAC frequency response  in dB we normalize the
PSD by a constant corresponding to the mean PSD level  kHz either side of 7 kHz. This arbitrary and was
chosen to suit the shape of the response for the 24 kHz sampling rate on the FM4.
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